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new charts relate the three principal re{ractive indices of biaxial minerals to the
optic axial angle within the precision of comnon optical measurements. The charts solve
the exact formula bets'een these optical properties by relating partial birefringences p-a
and r-0 as ordinate and abscissa to 2V shorvn as a fan of pairs of radiating curved lines,
the trvo lines of the pair being solutions for rvhen t3 is 1.550 and 1.850.

INrnolucrroN

Measurement of optical properties of biaxial crystals gives values of the
three principal refractive indices a, B and 1, the birefringence ,y-d and
partial birefringences ?-8, and B-a and the optical axial angle 2V,
which when correct have the well known relationships

l / a 2 - l / t s z  B - q
tan: \ ' " :  

W, _ Vi j -  , -_  B 
(1)

Use of this relationship thus enables the determination of concordant
values oI a, B and ?, the birefringence and 2V, and the detection of any
discrepancies in such measurements, or in published data being used for
comparison. However, direct use of this equation requires determination
of the reciprocal squares of the refractive indices, and its numerical com-
putation becomes tedious and time consuming.

Several alternative methods for using the relationship have accordingly
been described. These procedures comprise computation using an ap-
proximate formula, or using a derivation of the exact formula which
avoids reciprocal squares of the refractive indices; graphical solutions re-
quiring computation of ratios of the principal refractive indices; and
charts or nomograms on which the axial angle is read from the principal
refractive indices, or from differences of the principal refractive indices or
of their reciprocal squares.

However the graphical solutions which are most easily used only solve
the approximate relationship. The new charts which are presented give a
similar easily obtained solution to the exact relationship between the
optical properties.

CoupurerroN METHoDS

Various ways of computing the relationship between the optical con-
stants have been described, all developed to avoid determination of the
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reciprocal squares of the principal refractive indices which occur in the
exact  equat ion (1) .

The approximate equation given in equation (1), (Mallard, 1884) en-
ables simple computation of tan2 V, as the ratio of the partial birefrin-
gences B - a and r - 0. Wright (195 1) has recentiy described an equivalent
approximation which avoids the square;this being

cos2y" :9-91_L-4 e)

Values of 2V, obtained from a, B and y by these approximate formulas
are always higher than the correct angle. As an example, for a bire-
fringence l-a ol 0.100 the approximate formula gives 2V, up to 2" 46'
greater than the correct value when the refractive index B is 1.550, and up
to 2" 20'greater than the correct value when 6 is 1.850.

A better value of 2Y may be obtained by suitable correction of the
angle found from the approximate equations. The chart of Larsen (1921)
and Larsen and Berman (1931) gives by interpolation the correction for
values of 7-a to 0.300 for a refractive index a of 1.500. The correction at
other values of a is obtained from this chart as that corresponding to a
birefringence on the chart of l.SOO/a of the actual birefringence. An
alternative method is to compute the correction to 2V. A formula for the
correction to cos 2V determined by equation (2) is given by Wright
(1951), who has simplif ied its application by tabulating the correction to
2V calculated from this formula for various values of a from 1.4 to 2.O
against various values of cos 2V.

Another equation which provides an exact relationship between 2V and
a, B and 7 has been described by Parker (1956). The equation deter-
mines sin V as the ratio of the sines of the angles whose cosines are the
ratios af B and B/y. As was pointed out by Parker, this equation is con-
venient for solution by logarithmetic calculation.

It should be realized that the exact equation (1) given above, may also
be more readily computed by using tables of reciprocal squares. Suitable
tables are for example that given by Wright (1913, p. 518), or Barlow's
Tables (Comrie, 19a1). By means of such tables, for any specified values
of a, B and 7, the exact equation (1) may be converted arithmetically to a
form similar to the approximate equation.

Gn.q.pnrcer, Mnrnoos

Nevertheless rapid graphical methods of relating the optical properties
of biaxial minerals are of considerable help in mineralogical and petro-
logical studies, especially in mineral identification by optical measure-
ments. In particular, as the principal refractive indices are commonly de-
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termined to an accuracy of about 0.002, their proper correlation with 2V

requires finding not one value of 2V, but the range of values of 2V which
accords with combinations of the extremes of the range to within which
each principal refractive index has been determined. A number of solu-
tions of equation (1) are thus necessary for properly correlating one set of
optical data, and a graphical method or a chart to do this is a valuable
help.

A variety of charts and nomograms relating the optical properties of

biaxial minerals has been published. In addition a graphical method of

soiving the approximation, by using the ratios of the principal refractive
indices in conjunction with a stereographic projection, has been described

by Parker (1956); this method however has low accuracy for lower bire-
fringences.

A number of charts relate the optical axial angle 2V, or V, to the differ-
ences in refractive indices A-o, l-0 ory-ot. This is a very convenient
relationship, as these differences are immediately related to the refractive

indices, and may be one of the optical properties measured microscopi-

cally.
A smali nomogram relating these values has been published by

Wright (1951). In a number of other graphical solutions 0- a and'Y - 0 or
y-ot are scaled as abscissa and ordinate. V or 2V is then shown as a fan

of iines radiating from the origin. The first of such charts was that of

Wright (1911, Plate 9), which solved the approximate Mallard formula.

It related B-a and T-a with 2Y"Ior birefringences of up to 0.090.
Three charts of similar type, but relating partial birefringences 7-B

and B-a to V according to their exact relationship were published by

Boldyrew in 1912. These charts were drawn for B of 1.500, 1.650 and

2.000. and the l ines representing 2Y are curved. They are however now

unavailable.
Two additional charts of Wright (1913) serve to solve the exact optical

relationship while retaining a fan of straight l ines for V. One chart (Plate

6) has a l inear scale of (l/B'-l/f) and (l/" '- l/B\ as ordinate and

abscissa, and radiating l ines for V* at 1o intervals above 10o, beiow which
such lines would be extremely cramped. The other chart (Plate 7) uses
these same functions, and differs in having the ordinate and abscissa at a

scale of the square root of the difference of the reciprocal squares of the re-

fractive indices. This produces a more open scale for smaller difierences in

refringence, and more uniform spacing of the l ines scaling V. The neces-

sity of determining reciprocal squares of the principal refractive indices

before using these charts hinders their application to solution of the exact

equation. However if the ordinate and abscissa are read as the differences

7-B andB-a, these charts solve the approximate Mallard formula.
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Two other charts which are essentially modifications of Wright's
charts have been published. Smith (1937) extended the radial l ines for
2V over the whole rectangular area between ordinate and abscissa. His
chart uses sliding scales on which the refractive indices are read directly,
thus avoiding using the partial birefringences. More recently Gravenor
(1951) has published a graphical solution to the approximate equation
which is essentially the chart of Wright (1913, Plate 6) in juxtaposition to
the same chart inverted. This chart is scaled for partial birefringences up
to .020, at intervals of 10" in 2V.It was specifically drawn to be used in
conjunction with the r{artmann net for determining the refractive index
for sodium light from measurements at other wavelengths made in immer-
sion Iiquids of high dispersion.

The value of the three principal refractive indices are directly related
to V, according to the exact formula, by the composite grid nomogram
published by Mertie (1941). On this nomogram the scale of refractive in-
dex extends from 1.45 to 2.00, and of necessity has rather small sub-
divisions to read to 0.002, especially for higher refractive indices, unless a
very large chart is used.

The graphical solution of the exact equation published by Lane and
Smith (1938) has the same disadvantage. In this chart the scales for re-
fractive indices from 1.30 to 2.00 are only 1.6" long at the scale of publica-
tion, and the chart requires substantial magnification to be ..ud to urt
accuracy corresponding to that at which refractive indices are commonly
determined.

In the chart of Waldmann (1945) the ratios a/B andT/B are related as
ordinate and abscissa to a series of l ines radiating from the origin each
representing a different value of 2V. Burri (1950, Plate 1) has used this
type of chart, which is not suitabie for smaller values of 2Y, as well as re-
quiring computation of the ratio of the refractive indices before it can be
used.

Roesch and Sturenbwg (1927) have also used the ratios of principal
refractive indices, and give two charts which solve a modification of the
exact equation for the ratios Bf a andy/a.

Tsr NBw Cuanrs

One of the most useful of the types-of chart relating the optical prop-
erties of biaxial minerals is that introduced by Wright (1911) which re-
lates the partial birefringences as ordinate and abscissa to the optic axial
angle scaled as a fan of lines on the chart radiating from the origin. Single
page size charts of this type can be read to the same accuracy as that of
normal measurements of optical properties of minerals. However without
ancillary computation such charts only solve the approximate Mallard
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1. Relationship of 2V to a, B and r for p:1.55 (heavier lines) and

B:1.85 (lighter lines), rvith linear scale of birefringence.

formula relating the optical properties, except for those of Boldyrew
which are not available.

It is however not difficult to construct charts similar to these which
give the exact relationship between 2V and the refractive indices, and two
such charts are presented in Figs. I and 2. These charts compare with
those of Plates 5 and 6 of Wright (1913), the ordinate and abscissa being
the partial biref ringences B - a and y - B, while however the lines |or 2Y
are curves plotted according to the exact equation (1) above, and are
drawn throughout the chart, instead of for only half of it.

The first chart (Fig. 1) has a l inear scale of partial birefringences. It is
therefore read with uniform accuracy in refractive index difierence
throughout the chart. However such linear sca[ng produces marked vari-
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Frc. 2. Ilelationship of 2V to a, p and r for B:1.55 (heavier lines) and 0:1.85
(upper, lighter lines), with birefringence scaled proportional to its square root.

ation in spacing of the l ines representing 2Y, and considerable reduction
in the accuracy for low positive and negative values of 2V. This, of course,
nicely i l lustrates that when 2V is small, a minor variation in B, and in
0 - a relativ e to .y - P, produces a relatively large change in 2V.

The relationship for low values oI 2Y, and a iow value of one partial
birefringence, is more easily obtained from the second chart (Fig. 2). In
this chart the partial birefringences are plotted on a scale proportional to
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their square root. The accuracy with which the difierence in refractive
index is read decreases with increasing birefringence, however the l ines
representing 2Y arc much more uniformly spaced, so that the optical re-
Iationships of biaxial minerals of low 2V are more readily determined.

The two charts give solutions of the exact equation when the refrac-
tive index B is 1.550 and 1.850. They apply for other values of B by inter-
polation between the pairs of curves, or by extrapolation beyond them,
which can be made visually or by mensuration.

These charts were constructed by solution of the exact equation in the
form

which is suitable for rapid repeated computation. I/pr-l/t and l/A,
were determined for a number of values of l-g up to .150, with B of
1.550 and 1.850. The value of c, and hence of B-a, corresponding to each
of these values of y-0 was then determined for each 2V curve, by ma-
chine multiplication of successively increasing values of l/Br-l/f by
tanz V, from which 7f a2 was recorded by addition of l/82. a was then
read from a table of reciprocal squares and the value of B-a recorded.
Points on the curves for low positive values of 2V were found by deter-
mining 7 and hence 7 - B Ior selected values of a, B and V*, using a similar
procedure.

DrscussroN

The charts presented here clearly i l luStrate features of the relationship
of the optic axial angle to the principal refractive indices.

The closeness of the two sets of curves for the intermediate refractive
index B of 1.55 and 1.85, shows the minor efiect on 2V of absolute values
of the refractive indices relative to their difierences, the partial bire-
fringences. For example, for partial birefringences B-a and 7-p each of
0.100, when B is 1.500 the axial angle 2V, is 95o 44'. When B is increased to
2.00, the axial angle 2Y,is 94" 18' for the same partial birefringences. It is
clear that the difference in 2V produced by this change in B, 1o 26', is
much less than the error in 2V determined by using the approximate
Mallard formula, which gives a 2Y of 90o for all biaxial minerals which
have equal partial birefringences. All such minerals, in which B - a equals
y - B, are of course optically negative. The amount their optic axial angle
differs from 90" increases with increasing birefringence, while for a con-
stant birefringence it decreases as the three principal refractive indices
increase. This is shown by the progressive flattening of the curve Ior 2V
of 90" in the chart-to fit the approximate formula this 90o line would be

1  / 1  1 \  1
; : ( ; - - ) t a n ' z V , * -a "  \ { J '  1 ' /  9 2

(3)
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straight and extending from the origin exactly through the top right hand

corner of the charts.
The flattening of the 2V lines away from the origin, where they corre-

spond to the approximate formula, illustrates that 2Y" given by the ap-

proximate equation is always smaller than the correct angle. The ap-

proximate equation thus gives positive values of 2V which are too low,

and negative values of 2V which are too high.
This is demonstrable from the formula of equation (1) above, when it is

put into the form.

7 /q '  -  l /A2  1Q /a  *  1 /13 t  , , 0  
-  a  -A  

-  a
tan2Y":  

Up- r t r " :  ivB *-v"x ,  -  p- ; -  p

The coefficient 7 Q/aJ-l/ i l / " 0/B+1/r) which is omitted in the

approximate formula, is aiways greater than one, and decreases with in-

creasing refractive index while increasing with increasing birefringence.

Omission of this coefficient to obtain the approximate formula accord-

ingly leads to correspondingly Iower values of tan2 V, and V,.

These charts can be a useful aid to identif ication of minerals in thin

sections, for having determined the birefringence ?-d and2V, the dif-

ferences B - a and y - P :may be read from the charts. The three principal

refractive indices o, B and 'y rr'ay then be ascertained from a measurement

of any one of them. Such a procedure is more simply made with Fig' 1'

on which the values of I - Aand B-a are found as the intersection of the

2V curve with a straight l ine sloping down to the right at 45"' and inter-

secting ordinate and abscissa at a point equal to the birefringence 7-4.

AcrNowr-roGMD'NTS

The original charts used by the writer for many years have been ex-

tended and redrawn for publication with the valuable assistance of

Messrs A. Frostick and T. Nicholas.
This paper is published with permission of the Executive of the Com-

monwealth Scientif ic and Industrial Research Organization.
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